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Riparian woodland (e.g. alder, wych elm, oak and birch)
to screen views of SuDS and mammal fencing in views
from the A9 and the property at Balcroich Cottage and to
tie in with the woodland along Allt Chluain
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with the adjoining existing
woodland and encourage wildlife
along Allt Girnaig
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Highland Main
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Existing Local Path

Tie-in to existing
Dual Carriageway

.

Mixed woodland (e.g.
pine, birch and alder) to
integrate with adjoining
woodland and screen the
road in views from the
NMU path

Track realignment to retain
and protect existing veteran
trees. Damage to their roots
shall be avoided

Pass of Killiecrankie - SSSI
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Bottom of the embankment
to be rounded to aid
integration with the
surrounding landform
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River Garry

Deciduous/Riparian Woodland
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A9

Embankment between ch1200 and ch1400
to be graded out with varied slope angles to
improve integration with adjacent undulating
landform

Pass of
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woodland and encourage
bat use of crossing point
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Loch Tummel NSA

Tulach Hill and Glen
Fender Meadows - SAC

Mixed woodland planted prior to construction
where possible to replace the functions in
habitat connectivity and carrying capacity of
lost AWI woodland and screen the slip road in
views from the south
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Deciduous woodland planted
prior to construction where
practicable to replace the
functions in habitat connectivity
and carrying capacity of lost
AWI woodland
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Earthworks between SuDS and
slip road to be graded out with
varied slope angles to integrate
with surrounding hummocky
natural landform

Riparian woodland to provide bat
foraging habitat and enhance the
setting of the SuDS

.
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Deciduous woodland (e.g. oak, birch,
rowan and hazel) planted prior to
construction where practicable to replace
the functions in habitat connectivity and
carrying capacity of lost AWI woodland
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SuDS Detention Basin (Green)
SuDS Retention Pond / Wetland (Blue)
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Troopers'
Culvert
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Graded Slope

Mixed woodland to connect adjoining
woodland and encourage wildlife use of
crossing point

Mixed woodland with high percentage
of broadleaf trees (e.g. birch, scattered pine)
to screen the earthworks in views from the A9
and Blair Castle GDL and replace habitat lost

Bat Boxes
Mammal Fencing

0
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The eastern and western edges
of the cutting to be graded out to
improve landform fit

Culvert
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Allt Girnaig
Underbridge

Embankments to be graded
out to help integrate the SuDS into
the surrounding landform

Mixed woodland to integrate
with adjoining woodland,
replace habitat lost and screen
mammal fencing in views
from the lay-by

Deciduous woodland planted
prior to construction where
practicable to replace the
functions in habitat connectivity
and carrying capacity of lost
AWI woodland

.

.

.

Mixed woodland (e.g. oak, pine
and birch) to partially screen the
junction in views from properties
to the north and from the A9 and
to help integrate the junction into
the surrounding landscape

Mixed woodland with
higher percentage of
birch to replace woodland
lost close to SuDS

Mixed woodland (e.g. pine
with aspen and alder)
to screen the earthworks and
quarry in views from the A9

Earthworks between access road
and mainline to be graded out
with varied slope angles to reflect
the natural landform

Mixed woodland with high
percentage of broadleaf trees
(e.g. birch, scattered pine) to
screen the earthworks in views
from the A9 and Blair Castle GDL

Areas of exposed rock cuttings to be
deisigned with irregular faces of varied height,
angle and form to reflect the natural landform

New 'Parkland' tree planting
(e.g. oak and pine) to integrate
with adjoining designed landscape

.
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Embankment

Retain turves from area of high botanical
importance to relocate ground flora

.

Earthworks to be graded
out between the SuDS,
slip roads and mainline to
improve landform fit

.

.

.

.

Areas of exposed rock cuttings
to be designed with irregular faces
of varied height, angle and form to
reflect the structure of the local bedrock

Top of the cuttings to be rounded
to improve landform fit

.

.

.

Earthworks graded out
between NMU track and
mainline to improve
landscape fit

.

NMU route to be aligned to
avoid/minimise earthworks and
avoid impact on existing trees
and their root zones

Cutting

Mixed woodland to
connect with adjoining
woodland

.
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.

Mixed woodland (e.g. pine with
birch clumps) to compensate for
woodland loss

Shierglas
Quarry

Shierglas Farmhouse
and Quarry Access Track

Shierglas Left
In/Left Out

Earthworks between access road
and mainline to be graded out with
varied slope angles to reflect
natural landform

.

Earthworks in and around
SuDS to be graded
out to improve landform fit

Earthworks to be graded
out to integrate
with the surrounding
landform

Mixed woodland
(e.g. pine, birch
and oak) to
integrate with
adjoining woodland
area

Mixed woodland (e.g. pine, birch
and oak) to integrate with adjoining
woodland area to encourage funnelling
bats to the underpass for crossing

.

.

.

Garrybank
Left In/Left Out

Exact location of planting is subject
to detailed ground investigation and
detailed design

Proposed Scheme
(DMRB Stage 3 Design)

Existing woodland
alongside the A9 to
be protected and
retained

B8079

.

Mixed woodland (e.g. birch
and pine) to replace
woodland lost

Shierglas
Farmhouse
Retaining
Wall

Glackmore
Building
Access

Glackmore
Access Track

Existing veteran trees
to be protected and
retained where possible

Riparian woodland
to frame the SuDS and
integrate with the
adjoining woodland

.

Mixed woodland to
screen the slip road in
views from the south

.

.

.

Tulach Hill
Underpass

Mixed tree clumps
(e.g. birch, pine,
aspen and rowan) to
replace woodland lost

Tops of the
cuttings to be
rounded to improve
landform fit

Embankment between
ch2300 and ch2600
to be graded out to
improve landform fit

.

.

.

.

River Garry

Northbound
Lay-by

B8079 (Killiecrankie
to Calvine Road)

Northbound
Lay-by

.

Aldclune and
Invervack
Meadows SSSI

.

The eastern and western
edges of the cutting to be
graded out to improve
landform fit

Glackmore
Retaining
Wall

Garrybank
Retaining Wall

Balnastuartach
Field Access Track

Mixed woodland
to integrate with
adjoining woodland

Aldclune

Essangal
Underbridge

Design

Mixed woodland (e.g. birch
and pine) to replace
woodland lost

.

.

.

Mixed woodland
(e.g. birch and
pine) to replace
woodland lost

River Tay - SAC

.

Mixed woodland (e.g. oak,
wych elm, birch, aspen and pine)
to screen the earthworks
and compensate for habitiat loss

Existing woodland
to be protected
and retained

Embankment to be graded
out with varied slope angles
to improve integration with
existing landform

..

.

.

.

Blair Castle GDL

Mixed woodland (e.g. birch
and pine) to replace
woodland lost

Mixed woodland (e.g. birch, pine and
aspen) to screen the earthworks and
the access road in views from the
north-west and screen views of the
A9 from Glackmore

Access track to be aligned
to minimise earthworks and
loss of woodland

Watercourse
Realignment

.

.

.

Earthworks in and
around SuDS to be
graded out to
improve landform fit

.

.

Embankments to be graded out
between mainline and
access track to improve
landform integration

Mixed woodland (e.g. birch
and pine) to replace lost
woodland

Blair Atholl

.

Access track to be
aligned to minimise
earthworks and
loss of woodland

.

.

Compensatory
flood storage area

Killiecrankie
Local Path
Diversion

.

.

.

Earthworks to be graded
out between the access track
and the A9 to improve
the landscape fit

Aldclune
Junction

.

Mixed woodland (e.g. wych elm, pine
and birch) to screen views of the
A9 from the path along River Garry
and to replace woodland lost

Highland Main
Line Railway

New 'Parkland' tree
planting (e.g. oak and
pine) to integrate with
adjoining designed
landscape

Allt Girnaig NMU
Realignment
(South)

Allt Girnaig NMU
Realignment
(North)

Killiecrankie Battlefield

Legend

Individual 'Parkland'
tree planting to reflect
the surrounding
landscape character

Allt Girnaig

.

Blair Castle
Conservation Area

.

Mixed woodland (e.g. oak, birch,
wych elm and pine) planted prior to
construction where practicable to
replace the functions in habitat
connectivity and carrying capacity
of lost AWI woodland

Riparian woodland to frame the SuDS,
screen mammal fencing in views from the
lay-by and promote biodiversity

.

Retain turves from area
of high botanical
importance to relocate
ground flora

Bridge of Tilt

Mixed woodland to replace woodland lost
and screen views of the A9 from Blair Atholl

.

Clunebeg
Access Track

Earthworks to be graded out between
ch1600 and ch1900 with varied slope angles
to integrate with adjacent undulating landform

.

NCR7

Southbound
Lay-by

Watercourse
Realignment

Glen Girnaig
Underpass

.

.

Mixed woodland (e.g. birch
and pine) to replace
woodland lost

.

Earthworks to be graded out with varied slope
angles to reflect the natural landform
between mainline and link roads

Individual standard
trees to encourage bat
use of crossing point

.

.

Allt Chluain
Access Track

Tops of the cuttings to
be rounded to
improve landform fit

Mixed woodland (e.g. pine and birch) to screen
the slip road in views from the north

.

.

B8079 Killiecrankie
to Calvine Road

River Tilt

.

Mixed woodland (e.g. wych elm,
pine and birch) to screen
views of the A9 from the path along
River Garry and toreplace woodland lost

.

Cairngorms National Park

Allt Chluain
Underbridge

U171 Glen
Girnaig Road

Cairngorms National Park

Mixed woodland (e.g.
birch and pine) to
replace woodland lost

.

.

Allt Chluain

..

Mixed woodland (e.g. oak, pine and birch) to compensate
for woodland loss and partially screen the junction in views
from properties to the north and from the A9 and to help
integrate the junction into the surrounding landscape
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Mixed woodland (e.g. birch, pine and aspen)
to screen the views of the cutting from the
A9 and the views of the A9 and traffic from the
core path
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Tops of the cuttings and bottoms
of embankments to be graded out
north and south of the NMU track
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improve landform fit
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Riparian woodland to frame SuDS,
promote biodiversity and emphasise
watercourse

.

Southbound
Lay-by
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Areas of exposed rock cuttings to be
designed with irregular faces of varied
height, angle and form to reflect the
structure of the local bedrock
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Cutting graded out
between mainline
and track to improve
landform fit

Areas of exposed rock cuttings to be designed
with irregular faces of varied height, angle and
form to reflect the structure of the local bedrock

Deciduous woodland (e.g. birch,
willow and alder) planted prior to construction
where practicable to replace the functions in
habitat connectivity and carrying capacity of
lost AWI woodland

.

.

U168 Old
Struan Road

Mixed woodland (e.g. birch
and pine) to replace
woodland lost

Heath with mixed scrub planting (e.g. hawthorn,
blackthorn, willow, bog myrtle and juniper)
to provide cover and foraging opportunities for
reptiles

Riparian woodland (e.g. alder, willow, birch
and aspen) to frame the SuDS basin and
intergrate with the adjoining riparian
vegetation

Mixed woodland (e.g. sessile oak,
bird cherry, hawthorn, pine and
birch) to screen the junction
in views from the west and south

.

.

Mixed woodland (e.g. birch, oak
with pine) to screen the embankment
and the A9 in views from the south

River Tay - SAC

.

Earthworks in and around SuDS to
be graded out to improve landform fit

Mixed woodland (e.g. birch, pine and aspen)
to soften the embankments and integrate
the SuDS pond into the surrounding landscape
and promote biodiversity

Earthworks graded out
between mainline and
SuDS pond to improve
landform integration
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NMU route aligned to minimise
earthworks and loss of trees

Areas of exposed rock cuttings
to be designed with irregular
faces of varied height, angle
and form to reflect the structure
of the local bedrock

Riparian woodland to help integrate the
SuDS into the landscape and promote
biodiversity

Deciduous woodland (e.g. birch, wych elm,
willow and alder) planted prior to construction
where practicable to replace the functions in
habitat connectivity and carrying capacity of
lost AWI woodland

Tomban Access Track

Deciduous woodland
(e.g. birch,willow and alder)
to replace woodland lost

.

.

Watercourse
Realignment

Compensatory flood
storage area
to be returned to
agricultural use

Embankment graded
out within junction loop

.

.

Bottom of the embankment
to be rounded to improve
landform fit

.

.

Deciduous woodland (e.g. birch,
oak, and willow) to frame SuDS
and screen views from A9 from NCR7

.

.

Watercourse
Realignment

.

.

Mixed woodland (e.g. birch, oak and pine)
to screen views of the A9 from properties
in Calvine
Struan

.

.

Calvine
Underpass

Watercourse
Realignment

NMU Connection Track
Across River Garry

River Garry
Underbridge

Bruar/Calvine
Junction
Underbridge
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Transport

Earthworks graded out between
NMU route and mainline to improve
landform integration

Earthworks between the
NMU track and the A9 to be
graded out to improve landform fit

Mixed woodland (e.g. birch with
some pine) to connect with adjoining
woodland and screen the cutting

Battle of Killiecrankie Battlefield
Inventory Boundary

BAST 138 Core
Path Connection

Compensatory flood storage area
to be returned to agricultural use

Allt Bhaic

.

.

.

Pitaldonich
Field Access

Earthworks in and around SuDS to be
graded out to improve integration with the
surrounding landform

.

Scrub planting between the
track and Allt Bhaic to
strengthen the banks

Mixed woodland (e.g. birch
with some pine) to screen the
cutting and replace
woodland lost

.

Northbound
Lay-by
Embankment graded out for potential
return to agriculture

Mixed woodland clumps to soften the
cutting in view from the receptors to
the north (e.g. birch and pine)

Annotation

Bottoms of the embankments and
tops of the cuttings to be rounded
to improve landform fit
Embankments to be
graded out to the edge
of SuDS ponds to
improve landform fit

Sites of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSI)

For continuation see above
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Pitagowan NMU
Connection and
SuDS Access

Stone boundary wall
to be replaced to link
to existing wall

Invervack/Balnastuartach/
Tomban Left In/Left Out

Balnastuartach
Access

Gardens and Designed Landscapes
(GDL)

Special Protection Area (SPA)

Southbound
Lay-by

Mixed woodland (e.g. birch and pine)
to replace woodland lost

.

Bruar/
Calvine
Junction

Calvine

Struan Wood - SSSI

River Garry

.

.

Riparian woodland to
screen the earthworks
from NCR7 and
promote biodiversity

.

NCR7

River Garry

.

.

.

Bottom of the embankment to be
rounded to improve landform fit

Watercourse
Realignment

.

.

Jug handle
arrangement
for cyclists

Pitagowan Road
Underbridge

Deciduous woodland (e.g. birch with scattered
pine clumps and aspen) to screen the cutting
and access tracks in view from A9

Bottoms of the embankments to be
graded out between ch8700 and
ch9150 to improve landform fit

Loch Tummel National Scenic Area
(NSA)

Special Areas of Conservation (SAC)

Blair Atholl
Lay-by
Retaining
Wall

.

Pitagowan Rail
Underbridge

BAST 8 Core
Path Connection

Earthworks in and
around SuDS to be
graded out to improve
landform fit

Pitagowan

.

.
Tomchitchen
Access Track

Deciduous woodland (e.g. birch,
willow and alder) to replace woodland lost

.
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Deciduous woodland (e.g.
birch and juniper) to replace
woodland lost

Pitaldonich
Underbridge

.

.

Mixed woodland (e.g. oak, birch, rowan, aspen,
pine and willow) to screen the junction
in views from the north

.

Retain turves from area of
high botanical importance to
relocate ground flora

Individual trees (e.g. oak,
wych elm and birch) to
integrate with the adjoining
landscape pattern

Deciduous woodland
(e.g. birch,willow and alder)
to soften embankment
and replace habitat loss

.

Mixed woodland (e.g. rowan, hawthorn,
pine and birch) to screen the junction
in views from the north

.

Calvine
Retaining
Wall

Mixed woodland (e.g. birch,
oak and pine) to soften the cutting
and replace lost habitat

Southbound
Lay-by

NMU Connection and
Access Track at
Pitaldonich

.

Top of cutting to be
rounded to improve
landform fit

River Tay - SAC

B8079 (Killiecrankie
to Calvine Road)

Gaps in woodland left
to enable views to Blair
Castle from the layby

.
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Mixed woodland (e.g. birch and pine)
to replace woodland lost

Baluain Wood

.

Areas of exposed rock cuttings to be
designed with irregular faces of varied
height, angle and form to reflect the
structure of the local bedrock

.

.

Trees within this area
to be retained

Scrub (e.g. hawthorn, blackthorn,
willow, bog myrtle and juniper) to
soften the cutting and replace lost
reptile habitat
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Falls of Bruar GDL
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Compensatory flood
storage area
to be returned to
agricultural use

Earthworks in and
around SuDS to be
graded out to improve
to landform fit
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Bottom of embankment to be
rounded to improve landform fit

Allt Bhaic
Underbridge
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Individual trees (e.g. oak, wych
elm and birch) to integrate with
the adjoining landscape pattern

Compensatory flood
storage area to be
returned to agricultural
use
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Jug Handle
Arrangement
at Bruar for
Cyclists

B847
(Struan
Hill Road)

Highland Main
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.

Allt A'Chrombaidh

Riparian woodland (e.g. alder,
downy birch, bird cherry and grey
willow) to reflect the character of
the existing watercourse and
promote biodiversity

Cairngorms National Park

Blair Castle GDL
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Bruar
Water

Aldclune and Invervack Meadows - SSSI
Aldclune and Invervack
Meadows - SSSI

Constraints

Cairngorms National Park

Earthworks between SuDS and the
A9 to be graded out to improve
landform fit

.

Individual trees (e.g.
oak and wych elm) to
integrate with the
adjoining landscape
pattern

Cairngorms National Park
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Individual trees (e.g. oak and wych elm) to
soften the embankments and intergrate
with adjoining landscape pattern
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Bottoms of the embankments to be rounded
between ch9150 and ch10250 to improve
landform fit

Cairngorms National Park

.

Mixed woodland (e.g. oak, aspen,
guelder-rose, eared willow, pine and
birch) to screen the junction in views
from the north-east

Cairngorms National Park
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Mixed woodland (e.g. birch, oak and pine)
to soften the cutting, replace woodland lost
and help visually integrate the SuDS
Struan Wood - SSSI

.

Deciduous woodland (e.g.
birch and aspen) to replace
woodland lost
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Earthworks between the access track and
SuDS to be graded out and bottoms of
the embankments to be rounded to
improve landform fit

Earthworks in and around
SuDS to be graded out to
improve landform fit
Highland Main
Line Railway

.

U521 Calvine to
Dalnacardoch Road

Mixed woodland (e.g. birch, oak
and pine) to soften the cutting
and replace woodland lost

Riparian woodland to
screen SuDS and
promote biodiversity

Earthworks in and around SuDS to be
graded out to improve landscape fit

.

River Garry

Bottoms of the embankments to
be rounded to improve landform fit

.

INVERNESS

Mixed woodland (e.g. birch and pine) to
replace woodland lost

.

.

.

Heath with mixed scrub planting (e.g. hawthorn,
blackthorn, willow, bog myrtle and juniper)
planted prior to construction where possible
for translocation of individuals, and to
provide cover and foraging opportunities
for reptiles

Deciduous woodland
(e.g. aspen and birch)
close to the waterfall

.

.

Riparian planting to
frame the SuDS and
encourage biodiversity

.

.

Tie-in to existing
Dual Carriageway

Scrub planting (e.g. hawthorn, blackthorn,
willow, bog myrtle and juniper) to provide
cover and foraging opportunities for reptiles
and to soften the embankments and
replace habitat lost

.

Highland Main
Line Railway

14300

14400

14500

14600

14700

14800

14900

15000

15100

15200

15300

15400

15500

15600

15700

15800

15900

16100

16200

16300

16400

16600

16700

16900

1700
0

0

171
0

16800

16500

16000

0
0
199
00
200

0
0
201

0
0
202

00
203

0
0
204

0
0
205
0
0
206
00
7
20
00
8
20
00
9
20

00
0
21

00
211

0
2120

21300

1810

e

Northbound
Lay-by

.

0
220

n see abov

Earthworks in and around SuDS to be graded
out to improve landform fit

Mixed woodland (e.g. birch, pine and rowan)
to integrate the earthworks and screen
them in views from NCR7

For continua
tio

21400

.

Allt A'Chrombaidh
Retaining Wall

.

21500

.

Allt A'Chrombaidh
Underbridge

Southbound
Lay-by

.

21600

Allt A'Chrombaidh

.

21700

Mixed woodland (e.g. birch, oak
and pine) to replace woodland lost

Deciduous woodland (e.g. birch) to soften
the earthworks screen views of the
A9 from NCR7 and replace woodland lost

.

21800

General Wade's Military Road

.

Clunes Burn
Underbridge

.

.

Scrub planting (e.g. hawthorn, blackthorn,
willow, bog myrtle and juniper) to provide
cover and foraging opportunities for reptiles
and to soften the cutting and replace habitat lost

Steepened slope to
minimise woodland loss

.

.

21900

.

.

Scrub planting (e.g. hawthorn, blackthorn,
willow, bog myrtle and juniper) to provide
cover and foraging opportunities for reptiles
and to soften the cutting and replace habitat lost

.

0

.

Clunes
Wood

Earthworks between SuDS and
mainline graded out to improve
integration with surrounding landform

.

Scrub planting (e.g. hawthorn, blackthorn, willow,
bog myrtle and juniper) to provide cover and
foraging opportunities for reptiles and to
integrate the cutting and screen the access
track in views from the A9

Watercourse
Realignment

..

Heath with mixed scrub planting (e.g. hawthorn,
blackthorn, willow, bog myrtle and juniper),
would be planted prior to construction where
possible for translocation of individuals, and to
provide cover and foraging opportunities for
reptiles

Deciduous woodland and scattered trees
(e.g. aspen) planted prior to construction
where practicable to replace the functions
in habitat connectivity and carrying
capacity of lost AWI woodland

.

Dalnamein
Northbound
Left in/Left out

.

.

Allt Geallaidh

.

Mixed woodland (e.g. pine with heather) to
integrate with the adjoining woodland and
screen the A9 and access track in views
from Dalreoch and NCR7

Highland Main
Line Railway

.

Mixed woodland (e.g. birch
and pine) to replace
woodland lost

Mixed woodland (e.g. birch, oak,
pine, rowan and aspen)
to soften the cutting and replace
woodland lost

.

Allt Anndeir
Underbridge

.

.

Heavy standard trees
to encourage bat use
of crossing point

U521
Retaining
Wall

Mixed woodland (e.g. birch, pine and rowan)
to integrate the earthworks and screen them
in views from NCR7

.

.

Earthworks in and
around SuDS to be
graded out to improve
landform fit

.

.

River Garry

U521 Calvine to
Dalnacardoch
Road Realignment

.

Mixed woodland with aspen and birch to
integrate with adjoining woodland area
and replace habitat loss

Earthworks in and
around SuDS to
be graded out to
improve landform fit

Deciduous woodland (e.g.
aspen and birch with juniper) to
replace woodland lost

.

.

.

.

.

Allt Geallaidh
Underbridge

Tops of the cuttings
to be graded out to
improve landform fit

Earthworks to be graded
out between mainline and
access road to improve
landscape fit

Deciduous woodland (e.g.
aspen and birch with juniper) to
replace woodland lost

.

Watercourse
Realignment

Watercourse
Realignment

.

Embankments to be graded out to
1 in 6 to improve landform intergration
and enable potential return to agriculture

18800

19000

19100

19300

00

0
1950

0
197
0
198

0

Northbound
Lay-by

.

.

Dalnamein Forest

.

.

Dalnamein Forest
Access Track

Dalnamein
Underpass

Cairngorms National Park

Deciduous woodland and scattered trees
planted prior to construction where
practicable to replace the functions in
habitat connectivity and carrying capacity
of lost AWI woodland

0

1960

0

.

Areas of exposed rock cuttings to be
designed with irregular faces of varied
height, angle and form to reflect the
structure of the local bedrock

19400

.

Dalnamein
Southbound
Left in/Left out

19200

.

U521 Dalnamein
Underbridge

18900

Allt Anndeir

